We present an on-line distributed reconfiguration algorithm for finding a new maximum matching incrementally after some nodes have failed. Our algorithm is deadlock free, and with k failures maintains at least M-k matchingpairs during the reconfiguration process, where M is the size of the original maximum matching. The algorithm tolerates failures that occur during reconfiguration. The worst-case reconfiguration time is O(k min(lA1, IBI)) after k failures, where A and B are the node sets, but simulations show that the average-case reconfiguration time is much better. The algorithm is also simple enough to be implemented an hard ware.
Introduction
Imagine that in a village there are n boys and m girls. Boys and girls can be matched to become friends. At any one time only one girl (resp. boy) friend is permitted for each boy (resp. girl). Initially the matching is maximum. Sometimes girls or boys, however, decide to be alone. Without loss of generality, assume that some girls change their minds. Let G = (A, B, E) be a bipartite graph and IAl = n, IBI = m. The boys are represented by the set A and the girls are represented by the set B. An edge between two nodes means that they are allowed to be friends. After a girl b has changed her mind, b's original boy friend must find another girl friend, if possible. In this village, a girl always likes a new boy, so whenever a boy proposes to a new girl (after he has lost his original girl friend), he will always be successful.
The process of finding new matching girls to obtain the maximum number of pairs is called reconfiguration. Unfortunately, there is no central agency to perform the reconfiguration process, so this process must be done in a distributed and parallel way. It is also desirable that during the reconfiguration process as many matched pairs be maintained as possible, and that failures during the process be tolerated. Ideally, there should always be at least M -k matching pairs after k girls have changed their minds, where M is the original number of matching pairs. The number of matching pairs should monotonically increase in the reconfiguration process. Therefore, if no new girls or boys change their minds, the reconfiguration process will finally regenerate a new maximum matching. One motivation for this problem is that such an algorithm can be applied to any fault tolerant system which involves bipartite matching. For example, Kuo and Fuchs [KuFu] show that many problems of spare allocation in VLSI arrays can be modeled as bipartite matching. In [ShStl, ShSt21 explicit constructions are given for redundant linear arrays and other classes of structures that use bipartite matchings between levels, and so are particularly well suited for the run-time fault-tolerant algorithm described in this paper.
The general matching problem has been extensively studied. For maximum matching in bipartite graphs, the algorithm of Hopocroft and Karp [HoKa] is the fastest known, and the algorithm by Micali and Vairani [MiVa] is the most efficient one for finding matchings in general graphs. More recently an algorithm for on-line bipartite matching is presented [KaVaVa] . Papers [ScMo, WuLo] also give distributed algorithms for maximum matching in general graphs.
Our problem is different from the usual matching problem, which starts with an empty matching. We assume we start with a maximum matching, and after some nodes fail, we would like to have a simple, efficient, and distributed way to find a new maximum matching. Further, the algorithm should start to reconfigure the system as soon as failures occur, even though new failures may occur during the reconfiguration process. We say a reconfiguration algorithm is on-line if it can start to reconfigure the system immediately after a failure occurs, and can endure new failures during reconfiguration. This is an especially desirable property for run-time fault tolerance, since the system need not stop to do a reconfiguration process.
We will not be concerned so much with the number of messages that PES need to send to achieve a new It is well known that M is not a maximum matching if and only if there is an augmenting path. Our algorithm searches for augmenting paths to obtain the maximum matching of G. After some nodes have failed, the search for augmenting paths to find free nodes will traverse the graph. Basically, our algorithm performs depth-first search for finding free nodes. In this section, we describe our algorithm informally. A formal description of our algorithm is given in the next section. Let G = (A, B, E) be a bipartite graph. We think of sets A and B as two levels of nodes in a bipartite graph. Initially, we assume that a maximum matching already exists. An initial maximum matching can be obtained from our algorithm in the following way: initially every node in A regards its matching node as failed and starts to run the bipartite matching algorithm. We assume that a failure of a matched node can be detected by its current matching node.
Nodes in both A and B can fail. For failures in B (resp. A), nodes in A (resp. B) will search for free nodes. We have two versions of our algorithm: Version A is for failures in B and Version B is for failures in A. These versions are the same except A and B are interchanged. However, if our algorithm is to be used as a reconfiguration algorithm for the layered fault-tolerant structure in After b' has been stolen by a, node a' will become a super node because a' does not have a matching node. We can think of this process as the token of super node traversing the path from node a to node a' (Figure 1 (b) ). A root node is a node that initiates a search process for finding a new matching after its matching node becomes faulty. The root node is the first super node in a search process. There may be several searches going on simultaneously, each having a root nodes. Our algorithm does a depth-first search on an alternating tree for finding a bipartite matching [Past] . A typical alternating tree is shown in figure 2. Each root node is the root of an alternating tree, and at any time a super node is associated with the node which is performing DFS in a tree. There will be precisely one super node in each node acquires a free node. To prevent cycles in searching, we can simply store a bit in each node b to indicate if it has been reached. We say that this node is marked reached. When a super node finds a free node, this super node sends messages to unmark the corresponding nodes, as explained later in this section. If a super node at a particular point cannot find an adjacent free node, and finds that all the adjacent nodes are marked reached (either by this tree search or some other), it backtracks immediately. Under backtracking, some super nodes may backtrack to root nodes, and these super nodes remain there in an idle state. Thus, we need a way to reactivate when some other super nodes find free nodes. After a super node has found a free node, this super node sends a message, called UNMA RK-BA CZ(TRA CK, recursively to unmark all the nodes which have been passed through by a backtracking super node along an alternating path. For example, in figure 4 there are two idle super nodes, S1 and S2. After S3 has found a free node, S3 will send the message, U N M A R K B A C K T R A C K to wake up the idle super nodes S1 and S2.
Version A and Version B of our algorithms are performed alternatively. In each version, there are three phases as shown in figure 3. Every node performs the same phase in the same version. Therefore, we need to synchronize all the nodes to perform the same version and the same phase. One possible implementation is to use common wires connected to every node. Because we consider our algorithm to be performed in tightly-coupled processor arrays, few wires connected to every node (PE) are practical assumptions. We can assume there are three signal wires connected to every node (PE 
Our Reconfiguration Algorithm
In this section, we explain our algorithm. Since Version A and Version B are essentially the same, we only present Version A in this section. First we define some terms for Version A of our algorithm.
Definition 3.1 The node old(n) is R'S original matching node before the reconfiguration, and the node cur(.) is n's current matching node during reconfiguration.
Initially, for every node R, we set CUT(.) = old(n). In our algorithm, there are several attributes for nodes in A and B, which are used and set during the operation of the algorithm. First, any node is goodifit has not malfunctioned. The attributes of a node b in B are summarized as follows. A node b E B is 0 jree if it has no matching node under the current matching, 0 reached if it has been reached by some depth-firstsearch in our algorithm. When a node is not reached, we say that this node is unreached.
The attributes of a node a E A which is reached by some search process can be marked by message passing as follows. Node a E A is 0 superif CUT(.) is not good, or it is unmatched because its matching node c w ( a ) has been stolen by some other node, 0 backtracked if a search that reaches node a finishes searching node a's subtree and must backtrack to a's parent.
We call a node super if and only if it has a supernode token. This token can be transferred to other nodes along the depth-first-search traversed in our algorithm. Messages need to be passed in our algorithm for changing the current states of nodes a E A. There are three messages that can be sent: SUPERNODE, UNMARK-BACKTRACK, and CHANGE-OLD-MATCHING. We discuss these three messages one by one as follows. (1) The message SUPERNODE represents the super node token. If node a receives the message SUPERNODE, a becomes the super node. There are two situations when a node a sends this message. The first situation is when node a steals some other's matching node. The second situation will be explained later in the section (see figure (2) After a super node s has found a free and good node in B, s will send the message UNMARK-BACKTRACK to all the backtracked nodes which are adjacent to node old(s). This message is used to set some nodes in B as not reached so that some idle super nodes can start to search for free nodes. When a node a E A receives the message UNMARK-BACKTRACK, a will set node old(a) as unreached. Then, after a sends UNMARKBACKTRACK to o l d ( a ) , old(a) will immediately send this message to all the backtracked nodes which are adjacent to &(a). (3) When a super node finds a free and good node in B , this super node will send the message CHANGE-OLD-MATCHING to the nodes in the alternating path so that their old matching nodes are set to be the current matching nodes. When a node a gets the message CHANGE-OLD-MATCHING, node a will mark the node old(a) as unreached, and ask old(a) to send UN-MARK-BACKTRACK to all the backtracked nodes which are adjacent to o l d ( a ) .
Our algorithm runs in parallel at all the nodes. Initially, there is a bipartite maximum matching. In Phase 1, each node checks if it needs to initiate a searching process because of the failure of its current matching node.
The real search process is performed in Phase 2. If the super node a is successful in finding a free and good node, a sends messages CHANGE-OLD-MATCHING and UNMARK-BACKTRACK as we explained previously. If node a cannot find a free node, node a will try to steal others' matching nodes. The super node a will steal an unreached and good node b, and send the message SU-PERNODE to node car(b). Otherwise, if all a's adjacent nodes have been marked reached and the node old(a) is good, a will backtrack. Node a will retain its old matching node and send SUPERNODE to node cur(old(a)). Otherwise, if the supernode token has backtracked to a root node, this supernode token will wait there.
In Phase 3, node a will do the appropriate operations depending on which message a has received. If there are failures in A, their corresponding old matching nodes become super nodes. We will explain the details later. In We would like to discuss the operations which nodes in B perform in Version A. We need define the following terms.
Definition 3.2 A super node a is called idle if node a is a super node and every adjacent node of a is labeled reached, and old(a) is not good; otherwise a super node is called active. We say an alternating path is active if the corresponding super node is active.
In Version A, nodes in B basically perform the message passing for nodes in A. However, when there are failures in A, the old matching nodes of these failures become super nodes. These super nodes in B do not perform any search while the algorithm is running Version A, but they need to do some operations for nodes in A.
There are two cases for failure of a node a in A: either a is not in an active alternating path or a is. Let b be the old matching node of a. If a is not in an active alternating path, b will do nothing except become a super node for Version B. Figure 5: A failure in A which is in a n active alternating path backtracking is to restore the alternating path. We can regard the original search as not passing through b because b has now become a super node for version B.
There is a detail here. Let b' be the current matching node of a. In the proof of Lemma 4.2, we will show that failures of nodes in A do not affect the correctness of Version A. To ensure this, node b' should be set free if the super node of the alternating path, say S, finally finds a free node. Figure 5 (b) shows this case. Figure 7 shows another case when S cannot find a free node.
For nodes b in B:

I f old(b) is not good S e t b t o be the super node. If old(b) i s not the same a s cur(b) Send SUPERNODE t o cur(b).
If b r e c e i v e s CHANGEDLDAATCHING and cur(b) is not good
Set b t o be f r e e .
Before we present the overall algorithm, we need a definition.
Definition 3.3
We say that A in G (resp. B in G) is stable if there is no active super node in A (resp. B). If both A and B in G are stable, we say the graph G is stable.
When the graph is stable, there are no active super nodes, so the reconfiguration algorithm is over. In Version A, super nodes in B, because of the failures in A, will not be acquired by any super node in A in Phase 2. Therefore, we need to consider the case when two super nodes should acquire each other to increase the matching size as figure  6 shows. After A is stable, we will set all the idle super nodes in A to be free so that the super nodes in B can acquire them in Version B. 
The Analysis and Proof of Correctness
In a stable graph, there are no active super nodes. Thus, when a graph is stable, our reconfiguration algorithm is over. We would like to prove that if a stable graph is reached by using our algorithm then a maximum matching has been found.
When there is only one super node, our algorithm is the same as the standard sequential algorithm which performs depth-first search to construct the alternating tree. Therefore, the following is easily proved. When there is more than one super node, the situation becomes more complicated. After some nodes have failed, during reconfiguration some current matching nodes of good nodes may not be the same as their old matching nodes. If the current matching node of node a' fails later, node a' will initiate a new search process (reconfiguration process). Thus, we need to consider the situation where new failures occur during a reconfiguration process. The next lemma shows that it is sufficient to consider the case where all failures that occur in running a version of our algorithm occur at the very beginning of running that version.
Lemma 4.2 If Version
A of our algorithm works when all nodes fail at the beginning, then Version A of our algorithm works when some nodes fail during the reconfiguration.
Proof: We proceed by induction of the total number of failures during a particular invocation of Version A. S u p pose that there is already a reconfiguration process for k failures and then suppose that a new failure occurs. We would like to show that the above situation can be regarded as these k + 1 nodes failing at the beginning. We first consider the failures in A. If a node in A, say a, fails, there are two cases: a is not in an active alternating path or a is. We first consider the case when a is not in an active alternating path. Let b be the old matching node of a. then b will become a super node for Version B . Since b's old matching node is the same as its current matching node, the message of SUPERNODE will not be sent for this failure. It is obvious that this failure can be regarded as if it had occurred at the beginning.
Case A2: If a fails in an active alternating path. the message SUPERNODE will be sent from b to c w ( b ) . We can regard the original alternating path as searching to c w ( b ) and cannot go through b because b was a super node at the beginning. If a is not a super node, in this case it looks like the number of super nodes becomes one more than the number failures. However, we will show that the super node in the alternating path starting from a is redundant and will disappear later. The super node in the alternating path starting from a either finds a free node or not. If it does not find a free node, after the supernode token is backtracked to the failed a, the supernode token both be in an active alternating path, say P, and a's old matching node b must have been stolen by a' as shown in figure 8 . From our algorithm, we know that a' will become a new super node and will start a new search P' because of the failure of b. Node a becomes a root node for the search P, because a's old matching node b has failed, and a cannot backtrack farther back to a'. The new search P' starting from a' can be regarded as the original search P reaching a'. Thus, the new failure can be regarded as if it had occurred at the beginning with the other k failures. After the above observations, the lemma is proved by induction on k. 0 Thus, without loss of generality, we can assume that all the failures in running a version of our algorithm happen at the same time. We know that if a super node has no way to proceed with the search, it backtracks. When a super node backtracks to a root node (their old matching nodes are not good) and every adjacent node has been marked reached, this super node is idle. Therefore, the following observation follows easily from our algorithm.
Lemma 4.3
An idle super node must be a root node. 0 will disappear as shown in figure 7'(b) . I f i t finds a free node, b' will be set free later as shown in figure 5 (b) . Whether it finds a free node or not, the size of the current Thus, this super node is redundant and will disappear.
The next lemma shows that if we cannot find an augmentingpath from any IOot then amaximum matching h a been obtained. Because Of the space limit, we SLP the proof. does not change in the end.
The preceding argument suffices when a is not a super node. We now need to consider the cases when a is a super node, and it fails after some messages have been sent. If a fails after having sent SUPERNODE, it is similar to Case Al. If the message CHANGE-OLD-MATCHING has been sent before a fails, this case is similar to Case A2. Therefore, we have shown all the cases for failure of node Lemma 4.5 After the first Version A is finished, the current matching is maximum for G -SE. know that we can assume that all failures of nodes occur at the same time. We prove this lemma by induction on the number of root nodes in A, say k . When k = 1, it is true by lemma 4.1. Assume that the lemma is correct when the number of root nodes is less than k. Let h f k be the matching found in Version A. If h f k is maximum, the theorem is proved. w e claim that if h f k is not maximum then there must exist at least one root node which will find a free node. We will prove this claim later. From the induction hypothesis and this claim, we know that when G-SB is stable, there does not exist any augmenting path starting from a root node in A, and the lemma is proved. Now we prove our claim. Assume that all those k root nodes are in one connected graph. Otherwise, there exists a smaller subgraph, so we can use the induction hypothesis to prove the theorem. Suppose that Version A is stable, i.e. every super node in A is idle. From lemma 4.3, we know that every super node goes to a root node. Assume that f is a free node in B which would have been in a new matching. Consider an alternating tree rooted at f . There must exist one alternating path from f to a root node r . Under this alternating path, say that a is the node adjacent to f, and b is a's old matching node (see figure 9 ). Since f is not found by a super node, b must not be reached by any super node. With the same argument, all the nodes in B appearing in the alternating path cannot be reached. This argument shows that there must exist one node adjacent to r which is unreached. Thus, the super node should not be idle, and Version A would not be stable, either. Therefore, at least one root node would find a free node. Our claim is proved.
Since the super nodes will not all be idle, at least one will find a free node, and then this event will unmark the corresponding backtracked nodes to wake up some idle super nodes, if they exist. By repeating the above argument, the number of active super nodes decreases monotonically until there is no augmenting path starting from any root node in A. 0 Now we prove the main theorem which shows the correctness of our algorithm. Theorem 4.6 By using our reconfiguration algorithm if a stable graph is reached then a maximum bipartite matching is obtained.
Proof: Our algorithm alternatively performs Version A and Version B until the graph is stable. Let G be the graph obtained by deleting the failed nodes and their incident edges. Note that if a new failure occurs, G will be changed accordingly. From lemma 4.5, we know that after the first Version A is performed, we have a maximum matching for graph G -SB. If we delete all the failed nodes and nodes in S B , the matching after the first Version A is finished will be a maximum matching. Thus, if we can increase the matching size, we must be able to find an alternating path starting from a node in SB. Therefore, in a way similar to the proof in lemma 4.5, we can prove that after Version B (resp. A) is performed, a maximum matching for the graph G -SA (resp. G -S E ) is obtained.
In our algorithm after Version A (resp. B) is finished, all the idle super nodes in A (resp. B) are set to be free. We assume that the actions in a phase can be finished in unit clock time where a clock consists of three phases. Note that for a more detailed timing analysis, the parallel running time for each phase is actually upper bounded by O(d), where d is the maximum degree of a node.
Theorem 4.7
The total number of clock ticks for a reconfiguration to find a bipartite matching for k failures in a bipartite graph G = (A, B, E) is O ( k min(lAl,1B1)) by our algorithm.
Experimental Results
In this section we would like to show that the expected number of clock ticks to finish a reconfiguration is small.
We assume that the size of a maximum matching is culBI, For example, when a = 400/450 as our first simulation assumes in the next section, the expected number of clock ticks of reconfiguration for one failure is at most 3 if the maximum degree d is 10.
We now show some experimental results for multiple faults. The results in the first simulation show that the average reconfiguration time is within several clock ticks. We construct random bipartite graphs and simulate the algorithm ten thousand times for different numbers of failures. Failures are randomly produced in the beginning of a simulation. In the simulation, there are 400 nodes in We show the average number of clock ticks which are needed to completely finish reconfiguration in Figure 10 . Because a graph with higher degree has more possibility to find free nodes than a graph with lower degree, the average reconfiguration time for a graph with higher degree is less than the time for a graph with lower degree. From these simulations, we know that only several clock ticks are needed in average t o complete a reconfiguration. We also simulate the situations where failures occur during reconfigurations. The occurrence of a failure follows a Poisson process a t each clock. Let lambda be the probability that a failure occurs in a clock. In the following simulations, there are 80 nodes in A and 90 nodes in B in this simulation, and initially the size of the maximum matching is 80. We simulate the situations that failed nodes can be repaired. Let repair period be the number of clock ticks that is sufficient to repair a failed node. Thus, if a node b is failed a t clock t, at clock (t+ repair period) node b is repaired. In this simulation, we set repair period to be 30. Figure 11 shows the average matching size during each clock. When lambda is 0.1, the average matching size is always almost 80, and when lambda is 0.3, the average stable matching size is about 77.5 after 50 clocks. If we don't use our reconfiguration algorithm, the average stable matching size is only about 72.
